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Abstract The terminology tianxia has both its historical evolution and its 

cultural and philosophical connotations. This concept not only denotes a g

eographical and spatial meaning, but also implies the moral construct of t

he metaphysics. A systematic study of its historical and cultural repercus

sions can make it clear that the evolution of the meaning “tianxia” not 

only embodies the cosmological construction, moral belief and self-identit

y of the Chinese nation, but also manifests the historical processes of mo

dern China evolving from “tianxia” to a modern nation-state. Meanwhile, 

the deconstruction of the tianxia cosmology has shattered old Chinese  con

cept of their sole united tianxia, of the whole world under one Heaven. Me

anwhile the “Confucian China” has been increasingly losing its vitality 

and strong hold on the people, while the concept of nation-state has gaine

d its way into people’s consciousness, which added more diversity and ope

n-mindedness to the concept of tianxia.
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The Chinese nation has a long history. In its early stage of formation,  it was 

a country united by the union of tribes mainly based on the Chinese consanguinit

y. The geography of  tianxia (天下, China, country or the world, literally “sph

ere below the sky”) stretched from west to the Kunlun Mountains, east to the Ea

st Sea, north to the Mongolia deserts, and south to Jiaozhi (交趾, present Vietn

am). The word “tianxia” was not merely a geographic notion, nor even was it a 

concept of politics, but a concept of values and of historical cultural concepti

ons. As he commented on the source of the prelude Chinese civilization, Zhang Gu

angzhi thought that “a ‘state’ is a political entity with dimensional bounds, 

just like a city or a province. Another meaning refers to, at a higher level, a 

typical society of several characteristics in the field of politics. In the sens

e of the latter, this noun is a static abstract concept expressing characteristi

cs instead of time-space bounds.” What Zhang Guangzhi stresses is the multiple 

coexisting chiefdoms or states existing during a certain period of the Chinese c

ivilization, whose territories have no absolute time and space limits. In other 

words, the concept tianxia of the Chinese people refers to a frame of network wi

thin which so many members competed against each other, developed simultaneousl

y, intertacted and impacted each other. That was the oppositions between states 

and a necessary prerequisite for the formation of state ideology in the ancient 



Chinese civilization.

The situation that the tianxia was united as an exclusive whole in China began t

o transform after, the Italian missionary Matteo Ricci’s cultural arrival, who 

brought the Western cultural and scientific knowledge to China such as the astro

nomy, calendar, geography and sciences in 1516 and the Eight-power Allied Forces 

knocked open the gate of China with their strong boats and powerful guns. In exp

loring the reasons that the modern China underwent tremendous changes，John Fair

bank and Joseph R. Levenson at the Harvard University typically proposed the  

“impact-response” model,  while Paul Cohen at the same school brought forth an 

opposite idea. In his book the discovering history in China: American historical 

writings of the recent Chinese past, Cohen thought that the break of Chinese tra

ditional culture was not due to the impact by the West, but to the internal chan

ges of the Chinese society itself. To my thinking, the concept tianxia will have 

to be expounded clearly if we want to judge these two directly opposite proposit

ions. Is the tianxia a concept as Laozi had mentioned in his line as “Stay indo

ors but well informed of tianxia”? Is it the one that Wei Yuan talked about in 

his Hai guo tu zhi (海国图志, the illustrated records of overseas) which took al

l the other countries in the world as areas inhabited by savages and China as th

e centre of the world stage? Or is it the one that Xu Jishe explained in his Yin

g huan zhi lue (瀛环志略, the brief records of nations around), which asserted t

hat China was only one of the nine bigger prefectures, and that the surrounding 

nations or ethic groups were no more than savages but the true tianxia (the worl

d)?

As the concept tianxia was challenged by “many nations” in the world, the Chin

ese traditional Chinese culture was challenged beyond any doubt. With the enormo

us changes unwitnessed during the past 3,000 years, the doctrine about tianming 

(天命, the Heaven’s Mandate or vocation) which held that “Tao will not change 

as the Heaven does not” and daotong (道统, the spiritual lineage in the Confuci

an tradition) had been impacted, because all traditional Confucians were deeply 

convinced that the cultural values related to tianxia were constant, although th

e culture associated with a “state” could be changed. As Levenson pointed out, 

“The Chinese thought that China was all under cultural heaven ( tianxia), rathe

r than a ‘state’, and that in the tianxia there was no other cultural form mor

e advanced than the Chinese culture.” Indeed, in the eyes of the traditional Ch

inese people, the world was simply the tianxia, and the tianxia was just the “C

hinese Empire”. 

Then, how many connotations does the concept tianxia have in the minds of the pe

ople after all? What are its cosmological construct and its cultural philosophic

al contexts? To what extent has it influenced the Chinese cosmology, world view 

and philosophy of life? And what relation does it have to the occurrence of a na

tion-state? These are the very issues this paper intends to discuss. 



Part 1. The concepts ranging from “the mystery of tianxia” to “the tian

xia for public”  

In the time immemorial of the tribal ages, human beings and gods were mixed up, 

Bao Xi invented fishing nets, Shen Nong invented the string musical instruments, 

Chi You invented weapons, Huang Di invented textures, and Cang Jie invented Chin

ese characters. According to the Yi Jing (易经，the Book of Yi): 

As he ruled the tianxia in the ancient times, Bao Xi followed principles of the 

Heaven and the Earth. He observed birds, animals, and all the other objects in t

he world. Based on his personal experiences and his knowledge about the world, h

e invented the Eight Diagrams (八卦, some commented diagrams previously used in 

divination in China) so as to comprehend the functions of the Divine and collect 

the information of things. He invented nets with strings so as to hunt and fish, 

which was probably based on the principle of li (离, one of the Eight Diagrams). 

After Bao Xi died, Shen Nong rose and substituted, who invented farming tools wi

th wood so as to civilize the tianxia. What he followed was assumedly the princi

ple of yi (益, one of the Eight Diagrams). some markets were formed at noon to g

ather the people in the tianxia and collect the goods in the tianxia. People wou

ld get away after they exchanged their goods obtained what they wanted. That mig

ht come from shihe (噬嗑, one of the Eight Diagrams). After Shen Nong died, Huan

g Di, Yao and Shun rose in sequence. These three were expert at diversification 

to keep people interested and energetic, and divinize and cultivate things to su

it people’s convenience. As with Yi (易, the principle of changes), it would ch

ange when it came to its end, since it was changeable, it was favorable, and bec

ause it was favorable, it could last long. Therefore the tianxia was blessed by 

the Heaven, easy and propitious. Huang Di, Yao and Shun governed the tianxia eas

ily and the people lived happily. That might be based on qian and kun (乾 and 

坤, two of the Eight Diagrams). 

In this single passage, the expression tianxia was mentioned for 5 times, and it 

refers exclusively to the natural sky or the natural space besides the objects o

n the earth, without any profound philosophical connotations. In the primitive C

hinese society, doors were not bolted at night and no one picked up and pocketed 

anything lost on the road. That was an era full of moral idealism, just exactly 

as Li Ji (礼记, Book of Rites) said, in that era “the tianxia was public and fa

irly shared, worthy and wise persons were selected to rule, and people were hone

st and friendly…People of senior ages did not have to worry about their livelih

ood, those at the prime of life had their satisfactory occupations, children wer

e well nursed, and all widowers, widows, orphans, the childless, the disabled, a

nd the diseased were properly supported.” People dug well for drinking water, a

nd farmed the land for food; they lived harmoniously together, and the rulers we

re intelligent and virtuous. According to tales, Yao, Shun and Yu could dispense 

justice, endure great hardships in pioneer work, select virtuous people, and app



oint talents. “People inhabited many natural hamlets and villages, some of whic

h were developed into larger and more powerful establishments known as cheng 

(城, city literally in Chinese, actually a kind of castle). Together with surrou

nding villages, the cheng would be organized as a larger community named bang 

(邦, state or country). Again, this community consisting of so many natural vill

ages belonged to an enormous league. The village communities co-existed peaceful

ly and within the league. So people actually lived within a union, which was the 

very tianxia the contemporary Chinese people could know at that time. Therefore, 

people embraced the awareness that tianxia should evidently be united as one.” 

Thus, it can be seen that, first and foremost, the tianxia in the eyes of the ea

rly Chinese people was united rather than separated. Although different ethnic t

ribes had their own customs and practices, they could co-exist peacefully and ha

rmoniously. It was at this period that the early form of li (礼, rites), an impo

rtant concept in the Chinese culture, or the system of divination had appeared: 

“As he ruled the tianxia in the ancient times, Bao X comprehended the functions 

of the Divine and collected the information of things.” The tianxia at that ver

y stage was in a relatively independent autonomous environment, free from destru

ctions and disturbances brought by the large-scale invasion of outside culture i

ntrusion. Meanwhile, the tianxia was also a world of democracy, for Huang Di, Ya

o and Shun all governed the tianxia in a manner of inaction. The Book of Yi has 

employed the terminology tianxia for several times to refer to the collectivity 

of certain objects in the natural world, for example: 

To penetrate the mystery of the tianxia, the saints imitated its appearance and 

symbolized the objects, hence there are the symbols; To experience the activitie

s of the tianxia, the saints observed their mutual impacts and effects, and perf

ormed the typical rites. And then the saints commentated the symbols with words 

for the purpose of divination, hence there are the lines in the Eight Diagrams.

It was on the basis of Yi (易) that the saints explored the profoundness and mys

tery. Based on the profoundness, they could apprehend the phenomena of the tianx

ai, and thanks to the mystery, they could obtain the achievements of the tianxi

a. Because of their infiniteness, they could enjoy high speeds without any hast

e, and reach their destination without hard trips.

As Confucius said, “What does Yi intend? It intends to foster natural objects a

nd social affairs, and to undertake the Tao of the tianxia. That is what it i

s.” Therefore the saint employs Yi to reiterate the intentions of the tianxia a

nd dissolve the doubts of the tianxia. 

Although it was said that “To penetrate the mystery of the tianxia, the saints 

imitated its appearance and symbolized the objects”, it has suggested the obser

vational activities of ordinary people to learn about the world. The “mystery o



f the tianxia” is just the mystery of the sky, the earth, the cosmos and the so

ciety, and the “symbols” are just some iamgess to symbolize the world. The peo

ple who performed these kinds of rites and were qualified to communicate between 

the divine and the human beings are the saints. And only those who knew the “ac

tivities of the tianxia”, the “intentions of the tianxia”, the “achievements 

of the tianxia” and the “doubts of the tianxia” can be called the sages. The 

tianxia at this stage was still a primitive society, as people inhabited in wild 

caves together with wild animals. Certainly, at this prehistoric stage, people c

ould not be the identity of personalized gods or heavenly gods. “The nature, in

cluding the sky and the earth, moves, changes and renews by day and night, thus, 

human beings have to adopt a synchronous process to be identical with the whole 

evolution of nature and the universe. Only in this way can human beings form a u

nion with the heaven and the earth, i.e., identifying their body and mind, the s

ocial groups with the nature. That is also known as the “union of the heaven an

d man”. The Eight Diagrams created by Fu Xi was actually just some basic memory 

marks, but no doubt that there were some related consanguineous organizations an

d primitive ceremonial activities punctuated by those marks.

After the transformation of a matrilineal tianxia society into a patrilineal on

e, the wufu (五服, five types of costumes marking the social and ethic status) s

ystem indicated the equal relationships during the Five Emperors (wu di, 五帝) p

eriod, while the “privatization of the tianxia” (one family reigned tianxia) i

llustrated the hierarchical antagonistic ones in the Three Kings (san wang, 三

王) phase. The Book of Rites recorded in great details the public and private re

lationships during the Three Kings period: “As the Great Tao was practiced, the 

tianxia was public, and worthy and able persons were selected to rule…therefore 

people were not only kind to their own relatives…that was what is called the Gr

eat Harmony (datong,大同)…Now the Great Tao has dissolved, everyone take the ti

anxia as his own property, and everyone is kind only to his relatives…the hered

itary system is thought as appropriate… known as well-do-do (xiaokang, 小康). 

It should be admitted that the society of that “the tianxia for public” was no

t an ideal society (or Utopian dream) of Confucians as some people had thought, 

but only the establishment of monogamous system during the period when tianxia 

(tribal union) was formed, a preliminary primitive civilization of human beings. 

Therefore it was especially valued in the Confucian tradition. Except the fabulo

us ideals such as that the “Five Emperors ruled the tianxia” and that Yao and 

Shun voluntarily gave up their sovereignty as rulers, the politics in Chinese hi

story had exclusively been under the control of a family with one surname, the x

iaokang type of regime taking tianxia as familial properties.

The earliest form of tianxia was just the earliest type of Chinese civilization, 

which indicated, in particular, the specific law of cultural development of Chin

a, with cultural civilization preceding the nation-state. That case is different 



from the generality that a state and the civilization occurred at the same time. 

The pre-maturity of ancient Chinese civilization was attributed to the natural g

eographic environment and the particular mode of production at that period of ti

me, that is, the fertile land and abundant rainfalls in the Yellow River basin a

rea well facilitated the development of agriculture. Therefore the embryo of ear

ly tianxia (China) ,as the cradle of civilization, was developed in the Yellow R

iver. The particular mode of production mainly based on agriculture and the exch

ange of natural crops formed the peasantry economy which was characteristic of t

hat Yu (Yu, 禹) . As his agricultural officials industriously farmed by themselv

es, they ruled the tianixa. And especially, the continuation of tribal consangui

neous traditions formed one of the most important social foundations for the ris

e and development of cultural psyches of the early Chinese nation. 

Part 2. The moral connotation and its spatial extension of tianxia 

“All the lands below the sky are the property of the king; and all the people f

rom the lands to the seas are the subjects to the king.” By the Zhou Dynasty pe

riod when great changes had taken place, the productive means and the manner of 

production of land in tianxia had turned to be “state-owned”. As a consequenc

e, all the absolute rights to wealth and gods began to belong to the kings. Ever 

since King Li (厉王) of the West Zhou Dynasty ruled tianxia, the prowess and mor

ality of the kings declined all over tianxia, as manifested by  “The great Heav

en did not show its virtues and it destroyed the feudal kingdoms through famin

e”. In addition, the doctrine of Heavenly Mandate had come into being, because 

of the idea embraced by the people of the Zhou Dynasty that “the union of heave

n and man ”, the mission and power that were simultaneously conferred by the re

ligious god and the ancestral deities:  “The Heaven produces the teeming multit

udes in such a way that inherent in every single thing is the principle for its 

being.    Thanks to their natural endowed qualities, the people are fond of good 

virtues. The Heaven is watching over the Zhou Dynasty, for clearly the establish

ment of it comes from the Heaven. In order to safeguard the king, the Son of Hea

ven, Heaven has borne a man named Zhong Shanfu.” 

What is worth mentioning is that the “Heaven” at that time not only belonged t

o the royalty and the nobles, but also to “the multitudes”. It was thought tha

t people in tianxia would have a satisfactory destiny only if they deserved the 

trust of the Heaven, valued virtues and safeguarded the principle of the Heaven. 

The tianxia at that time had become that of the majority. Just as the Tianxia Ch

apter of Zhuangzi said, the people of the Zhou Dynasty “took the Heaven as thei

r principle and the virtues as their foundation”, which implied that they in re

ligion respected the Heaven, and in morality they valued virtues. Likewise, the 

union of Heaven and man in a religious sense was a result of the fact that the a

ncestries’ virtues were matched with the god’s. “Actually, the union of heave

n and man not only refers to the integration of nature and human beings, but mor



e importantly, to the identity of human beings and supernatural divinity. The Ch

inese character “tian” (天) in the history of Chinese philosophy boasts multif

arious meanings, including the Heaven in the sense of religion which controls th

e fate of human beings, the creator of human beings and nature, the formulator o

f morality itself, the sky, and the destiny that represents fortuitism”. Thereb

y the word “tian” has entered the linguistic discourse of human society and be

come a concept which implies that human beings and gods sharing the same anthrop

omorphous form and nature in essence. And in many cases, it refers to the sky, t

he heaven, the earth, the tianxia and all the beings in the world. Although the 

term Tao in the Taoist tradition is somewhat like the dharma in Buddhism, it is 

categorically different from the English word “heaven”. According to the preli

minary statistics of this author, Laozi used the word “tianxia” 51 times in hi

s works Dao De Jing, respectively referring the sky, the heaven, the empire, the 

multitudes and all the living beings in the world. Although Arthur Waley, a Brit

ish sinologist, is a first-class translator, he still did not fully expound the 

similarities and differences between tian and tianxia in his translation, which 

demonstrated that neither the “world” nor “China” can sufficiently express t

he abundant connotations of the expression “tianxia”. But due to the limit of 

space, I will not momentarily suspend the discussing the rendering of tianxia .

As described above, the tianxia during the Yin (Shang) period was composed of di

fferent tribes and ethic groups, when an establishment measured by ten li (half 

kilometer) long in circumference could be called a “state”. At the turn betwee

n the Xia and Shang dynasties, a place seventy li long in circumference could be 

a “power”, so Tang of the Shang Dynasty started his career on the basis of his 

establishment only 70 li long in circumference and finally defeated Xia, and by 

the turn between the Shang and Zhou dynasties, a locality one hundred li long in 

circumference still could be a “power”, therefore King Wen set off from a plac

e only one hundred li long in circumference and finally destroyed the Shang and 

obtained the tianxia. But by the time of the Spring and Autumn and Warring State 

periods, only a province thousands of li long in circumference might possibly be 

called a “power”. In the course of fierce wars and annexations, people had com

e to know violence and forces were not reliable to obtain the tianxia, therefore 

rites, ritual systems and ethics had become an important means to handle the rel

ationships between human beings, families, states and tianxia as a whole. Howeve

r, this situation did not last long before it had changed by the end of the Spri

ng and Autumn Period,  when the old history would have been forgot and the new f

uture would still on its way. Just as Confucius said, “When the tianxia follows 

the Tao, only the king is entitled to regulate rituals and music and issue the o

rders of punitive wars; when the tianxia goes astray, the feudal princes will re

gulate rituals and music and issue the orders of punitive wars…When the tianxia 

follows the Tao, commoners without official posts do not criticize political aff

airs.” 



That was an era when the rituals had been neglected, music ignored, society corr

upted and declined,  tianxia had gone astray from the Tao. At the critical point 

that the Tao was “to rise” or “to decline”, Confucius, the acknowledged sag

e, endured hardships to restore the law and order in  tianxia and yelled out for 

the establishment of internal moral self-discipline of human beings. This kind o

f moral self-disciple is a systematic, transcendent and critical self-reflectio

n, an immanent transcendence in both morality and religion. This epoch bore grea

t similarity to that of the West, when Western philosophers called the “breakth

roughs” in the course of historical civilizations in Greece, India, China and I

srael within 1,000 years BC the “philosophical breakthrough”, and in particula

r, Karl Paspers, the German philosopher, called this glorious spiritual civiliza

tion period the “Era of Axis.” During this era, a number of thinkers appeared 

in China, including Confucius, Laozi, Mozi and Zhuangzi; sages and the Buddha of 

the Upanisad era occurred in India; there were a group of Hebrew prophets in Pal

estine; and Greece had its geniuses of reason represented by Socrates. As some C

onfucians of the Song Dynasty had vividly remarked, if Heaven had not borne Conf

ucius, the world would have remained in the darkness all the time. That indicate

d that the era of sages was also a time in need of giants and generating giants. 

Meanwhile This was the time when tianxia went astray and rites were available on

ly among folks or in foreign land. In fact, it was because tianxia went astray t

hat all different philosophers and authors in the pre-Qin Dynasty times criticiz

ed the politics and the society, and protested against the kings and nobles. Onc

e they were unable to resist the power, Confucians were even ready to sacrifice 

themselves for the sake of the Tao and righteousness of tianxia. That was a kind 

of idealistic spirit almost equivalent to a religious faith, which was further d

eveloped by Mengzi. As Mengzi said, “When  tianxia follows the Tao, one should 

cultivate himself with Tao; when tianxia goes astray, he should sacrifice himsel

f to achieve the Tao. But I have never heard such matters as to satisfy people a

t the cost of Tao.” That was a kind of aggressive enterprising spirit that took 

Tao as one’s own responsibility. Essentially, it was not different from Confuci

us’ remarks that “I would come forth as tianxia followed the Tao, and retire i

nto reclusion when tianxia went astray.” Only that the former was more outspoke

n in terms of brave aggressiveness and brave sacrifice. In such a society of dis

order, a person of virtue should also “Cultivate oneself alone as he has no way 

out, and edify  tianxia as he is prosperous and successful.” As Jiao Xun commen

ted in his works Proper Commentaries of Mengzi(孟子正义): “When they achieved t

heir political ambitions, the people at the ancient times would do favors to com

mon people; when they failed, it would be said that they had a bad luck. In this 

case, they would cultivate in private among the people，without losing their int

egrity. That was why many people cultivate themselves alone. A success in the so

ciety suggests that they could practice their Tao; therefore they could do favor 

to common people as well” Here the expression that “ tianxia follows the Tao” 

can be explained as a kind of feudal politics characteristic of humanity, while 

the expression to “do favor to common people as well” contains the connotation



s of help the common multitude prosperous in the world. Linguistically, the expr

ession “tianxia” in the above expression is not only phonetically euphonious, 

but also rhetorically beautiful, which indicates a sense of justice and a patrio

tic obligation for their country and homeland. Just as Mengzi had rightly declar

ed, “A man of virtue stays in tianxia’s vastness, takes tianxia’s proper post

s, and performs tianxia’s great Tao. Achieving his ambition, he shares it with 

the people; not achieving his ambition, he follows his Tao alone. Wealth and pow

er cannot tempt him, poverty and humbleness cannot move him, and power and press

ures cannot overwhelm him. That is what is called a great man.” 

It seems to me that only a man who fully embraces such awe-inspiring righteousne

ss and  lofty moral realm is qualified to talk about the word tianxia. That is t

he ideal personality where the  Chinese nation could place their expectation on. 

That is the embodiment of brilliant moral will! That is the source for high-mind

ed personality and moral character formation. And that is the idealistic moral s

elf-discipline, a combination of individuals’ unsurpassable righteousness (Qi浩

然之气) and the cosmos ( tianxia).  From Mengzi, who advocated to “be pleased w

ith the tianxia’s pleasure, and concerned with the tianxia’s concerns”, to Fa

n Zhongyan who declared to “be concerned ahead of tianxia and pleased later tha

n the tianxia”, and further to Gu Yanwu who expressed that “the prosperity and 

decline of a state are the responsibility of those enjoying wealth and power”, 

but “even the ordinary man is responsible for the prosperity and decline of tia

nxia”, all had displayed the patriotic passions and the righteousness that rega

rded tianxia as one’s responsibility.  

Part 3.   Tao being split by tianxia and its heterogeneous formation 

Ever since the Zhou Dynasty, tianxia had been divided into nine provinces beside

s the capital, and the feudal princes had been classified into five ranks. “As 

a matter of fact, a few states such as Lu, Jin, Wei and Teng were some kind of c

olonial tribes under the rule of Zhou Dynasty, and other states such as Qi, Qin, 

Yan, Chu, Wu and Yue were mostly naturally developed states, whose relations to 

the Zhou Dynasty were formulated as inter marriages or alliances prevailed.” Af

ter the Zhou Dynasty shifted its capital eastwards, the ancient books and record

s were scattered all over the country, hence the scholarship previously monopoli

zed by the royalty turned out be the learning of different schools. As the cultu

re and thoughts about tianxia previously monopolized by the royalty were polariz

ed into the different schools of thoughts, the situation that different schools 

of learning contended and competed became inevitable:

 

The ancient people must be perfect! They were matchable to the gods, and as pure 

as the Heaven and the Earth. They fostered all living beings in the world, harmo



nized the sky and the earth, favored the human beings, knew the fundamental shu 

(数, numbers, which were the basic elements consisting the world), observed the 

functional du (度, degrees or rules, which were the representation of shu), acce

ssed anywhere they wanted to reach, and escaped anything they hoped to avoid. Th

ey could interact with all the things through their humanity. Their achievements 

in shu and du are still largely evident in the old laws and learning, and those 

in the Shijing (诗经, the Book of Songs), Shangshu (尚书, the Book of History), 

Liji (礼记, the Book of Rites), and Yuejing (乐经, the Book of Music) are still 

understandable to the learned worthy people in the Zou and Lu states. Shijing ex

presses the inspirations, Shangshu records the historical events, Liji regulates 

the behaviors, Yuejing sings the harmonies, Yijing explains the yin and the yan

g, and Chunqiu (春秋, the Spring and Autumn Annals) describes the rights and obl

igations. Originally these scholarly achievements were available in the Middle K

ingdom, but now they got dispersed all over tianxia, and the different schools o

f learning only occasionally mentioned some of the Tao. As tianxia is in a mess, 

no wise and worthy people are found any more. The universal ethics were absent, 

most people in tianxaa cherished and boasted their partial understanding of the 

scholarship. Ears, eyes, noses and mouths have their own faculties indeed, but n

one of them are able to substitute for the others. Likewise, the different schoo

ls are experts at their own aspects, which might occasionally play a good role. 

But none of them are comprehensive or universal, so they are still ignorant and 

unable after all. Compared with the beauty of the Heaven and the Earth, the laws 

of all the objects, and the integration of the ancient people, few of them can f

ully represent the beauty of the Heaven and the Earth, and the appearance of the 

gods and wisdom. Therefore, the doctrine advocating  sageliness within and kingl

iness without (political power) has become obscure instead of clear and active; 

and the people in tianxia strive for what they desire by themselves, satisfy the

mselves at the cost of tianxia. Alas, all the current philosophers and authors m

erely boast their own doctrines instead of reflecting on themselves. Certainly t

hey will reach different destinations! So the learners of the future would be un

lucky since they would have no way to see the purity of  Heaven and Earth, or ma

rvelous achievements of our ancestries. The Tao and the scholarship will be spli

t by tianxia. (Tianxia, Zhuangzi)

 

The ancient people in the mind of Zhuangzi must denote the period before the Spr

ing and Autumn Period, when the sages and kings could “harmonize tianxia”, and 

benefit ordinary people. The tianxia Zhuangzi referred to was possibly taking th

e fiefdom states as the center extending outwards in geography. The so-called 

“Yu differentiated nine provinces” (Jizhou, Yunzhou, Qingzhou, Xuzhou, Yangzho

u, Jingzhou, Yuzhou, Liangzhou and Yongzhou) in the Book of History has suggeste

d the borderlines and centers of each state. In addition, wufu (五服) respective

ly extending five hundred li mentioned in the Book of History, wufu mentioned by 



Jigong Mufu in Guoyu (国语, the Political Remarks About the Nation), and  jiufu 

(九服, nine types of costumes remarking social and ethic statuses) in the Book o

f Rites, all represented the borders of territories of tianxia before the Spring 

and Autumn period, with the representatives at the edges of the four directions 

were dongyi (东夷, barbaric minorities in the east), xirong (西戎, barbaric mino

rities in the west), nanman (南蛮, barbaric minorities in the south) and beidi 

(北狄, barbaric minorities in the north). In the minds of the people at that tim

e, China was just the center of the empire (the Middle Kingdom). In the quotatio

n above, Zhuangzi employed tianxia five times and the Central Kingdom once to de

scribe the circumstance that  “Tao and scholarship will be split by  tianxi

a” , for  which he had bemoaned. Under this situation, we can use both the “po

sitive” and “negative” views of the post-modern thoughts in the West to give 

an explanation. Some people thought that it was an upsetting period (from the sx

ith century BC to the third century BC):  tianxia by then was in a mess. Wise an

d worthy people argued against each, many moral standards had been promoted, the 

belief of the truth had been challenged, the morality neglected, and the authori

ty was questioned and confronted; while other critics argued that it was a glori

ous era because many different schools of philosophers and authors were candid i

n expressing their own ideas; the minds of the people were liberated, and the pe

ople were free to argue for their doctrines, just as the 20th century cultural e

xpert Liu Yizheng pointed out, “The judgment of historical events depends on a 

critic’s view. Those who bemoaned the split of scholarship must  hold the view 

of retrogression, and those who embraced the idea of evolutionism will definitel

y applaude them as the prosperity of different schools of thought. The facts wer

e the same, but the judgment can be quite different: it is because of this reaso

n that we cannot hold that the Spring and Autumn period was the beginning of spe

cialized scholarship and that there had been no academic scholarship before tha

t.” Then how should we judge this situation during this period? Different peopl

e have different ideas. As Yu Shiying argued, “breakthrough” and “split” cou

ld be lexically interpreted as the same, of course, therefore it was not far-fet

ched at all if one used the Western terms of “philosophic breakthrough” and 

“transcendent breakthrough” in explaining the historical course that the royal 

academy of the kings had been separated into different schools of learning durin

g the pre-Qin Dynasty period, and the only fresh idea was the expression “break

through” contained a view of comparative cultural history, which was not confin

ed to ancient China only. As Yu Yingshi thought, this kind paradigm in breakthro

ugh was positive in reflecting on the history of the development of ancient cult

ure.

From Laozi’s Daodejing, it can also be seen that tianxia was frequently used co

llocation in the Spring and Autumn and Warring State periods. It occurred for ov

er fifty times in that text, such as “The saints embraced the oneness as a mode

l for tianxia”, “Therefore it is appreciated for one to treat his own body as 

a part of tianxia, as if he can leave himself in tianxia. Therefore a wise man t



ends to regard his own body as a part of tianxia as if he can entrust himself to 

tianxia.” “It is regrettable that a king of tens of thousands of chariots defi

es tianxia with his single body.” “Viewing  tianxia from the stand of  tianxi

a, how can one know the source and cause of tianxia?” It can been seen that the 

philosophers and authors at that time had their great ambitions to take tianxia 

(instead of local states) as their responsibilities, just as Mengzi had advocate

d, “volunteer to take tianxia as his own heavy responsibility”. That was more 

conspicuous as with Confucians who had the awareness of obligations: “At the ol

d times, one who wished to impose his perfect virtues on tianxia would have to m

anage his own state affairs first; one who wished to manage his own state affair

s would have to govern his own family first; one who wished to govern his own fa

mily would have to moralize himself first; one who wished to moralize himself wo

uld have to rectify their minds; and as with the rectification of the minds, the 

sincerity of intentions was a requisite.” 

Beginning from tianxia, through state, family, oneself and the mind, and from to 

the intention,  Daxue (大学, the Great Learning) describes a model of pursuit fr

om mind, morality to enormous cosmos, providing us a structural mode from mind t

o national societal order. It “changed the old thinking mold based on the dimen

sional structure of the universe, the heaven and the earth on which to establish 

the consanguineous patriarchal ethics, and on the basis of consanguineous patria

rch and ethics to straighten out the state order. The direction was completely r

eversed. The establishment of the order of the state, the nation and the society 

was changed from external constraints to internal self-discipline. In this way, 

the ultimate foundation for all the legitimacy and rationality changed from “ t

he universe, the heaven and the earth” to “the nature and passion of the min

d.” “Sincerity”(cheng诚) not only represented a kind of integrated object, bu

t also the persistence and continuation of a series of changing events in the mo

de of “co-operative creation”, a kind of integration and self-realization, sel

f-actualization, self-improvement (The sincere pursues sincerity by himself, and 

Tao is self-contained). As Roger T. Ames, a modern American sinologist, argued, 

in the tradition of non-cosmological generation in China, i.e., Confucian and Ta

oist traditions, this idea of cooperative creation was familiar, if it was not d

ecisive. Likewise, A. C. Graham, a famous Western sinologist, also thought the C

hinese Confucian cosmology was characterized by the close relationships between 

tianxia (the universe) and other objects. As he argued, in the cosmology of the 

Chinese, all the things were dependent on each other. No transcendent principles 

were used to explain them, or in other words, there was no transcendent source w

here they were derived from…this stance had impressed us most deeply. The novel

ty of which had disclosed the preoccupation of the Western interpreters, that i

s, the concepts of the Heaven and Tao must contain the transcendence of the ulti

mate principles of the Western style. So  Westerners hardly understood the idea 

that Tao and human beings were mutually dependent too.



This self-enlightening path from the internal to the external involves the trans

cendent feeling of a religion, which indicates the Chinese people’s belief of 

“ the union of Heaven and man” and the spirit of “following the Mean Way whil

e pursuing wisdom, and participating in secular affairs while abandoning mundane 

temptations”. The Chinese humanism requires the Chinese to understand and devel

op the nature of oneself, the nature of other people, and the nature of objects, 

so that Heaven, Earth and human beings could take their own proper places. In th

is way. each person and every object could accept all the objects in the world, 

accommodating each other,  harmonizing each other without losing his(its) own es

sence…The harmony between the internal and the external, between the nature and 

the humanity, and between morality and religion, is  characteristic of the Chine

se spirit different from Western humanism. Unaware of this feature, one could ha

rdly define the Chinese national spirit. The character that “Tao does not aband

on human beings” asserted by Confucianism illustrates that Chinese philosophy o

pposes the split and separation of metaphysics and physics: they always watchful

ly try to maintain an integration between the transcendent ideal and the real li

fe, as “the substance and its function share one  source and the visible and th

e invisible are perfectly combined.” Therefore, Chinese philosophy has formed i

ts unique natural and rational attitude towards tianxia, the world, the cosmos, 

the history and the human life. 

Part 4. From “tianxia” to “forest of nations” and finally to “nation-

state”  

If we say that tixian during sandai (三代, the three ancient dynasties in the Ch

inese history, i.e., Xia, Shang and Zhou) period was city-states mainly based on 

natural villages and linked by consanguinity, the tianxia during the Spring and 

Autumn and the Warring State periods was a federal state with its capital and pr

ovinces stretching thousands of li and feudal princes fighting each other,  the 

united tianxia of the Qin and Han dynasties was purely a political concept, and 

the tianxia of the Song and Ming dynasties was a country of social ethical orde

r, then what did  “tianxia” mean to the Chinese people when the foreigners str

uck open the gate of China with their strong, seemingly impregnable boats and po

werful guns?

Essentially since Dong Zhongshu of the Han Dynasty brought forward the propositi

on that “The king’s Way and the Three Mainstays (三纲, san’gang) have their o

rigins in Heaven” in the Han Dynasty, both the state and society had been regul

ar in the societal and cosmological order. Their legitimacy and reason had seldo

m been contested. According the Chinese at the old times,  heaven and earth were 

matched with yin and yang, with the heaven (yang) superior and the earth (yin) i

nferior; and the Chinese as an entity was matched with the inferior ethic groups 

surrounding it in its four directions so that the kings could be valued and the 

barbarians should be rejected. The ancient China was just such a tianxia under t



he rule of a universal monarchy which was a combination of political, religious 

and cultural authorities. Dong Zhongshu extended the principle of “paying homag

e to a monarch and humbling a subject” to the other aspects of societal relatio

nships, putting forward his doctrine of the Three Mainstays in his famous works 

Chuqiu Fanlu (春秋繁露, the Luxuriant Dews of the Spring and Autumn Annals). In 

addition, the chapter Loyalty and Filial Piety of the Hanfeizi (韩非子) also obs

erved that “A subject should serve his monarch, a son his father, and a wife he

r husband. If these three kinds of relationships are in order, tianxia will be w

ell regulated; or otherwise, tianxia will be fall into chaos. That is the everla

sting regular truth of tianxia, which even a wise king or a worthy subject canno

t deny.” 

From this point it can be seen that both Confucians and Legists had come to the 

same destination in terms of how to establish an absolute order for tianxia alth

ough they had gone through different courses. Accompanied by this, and with the 

cosmology of taking tianxia as the centre, the Chinese traditions in terms of po

litics, spiritual Confucian lineage and academy had never been confronted by any 

dominant threat or challenges from other races. The picture of Chinese tianxia w

as intact, as far as the cartography is concerned, However, the world map drawn 

in 1584 was marked with longitudes and latitudes. On one map made by a European 

scholar, the globe was divided into western and eastern halves, and China was pl

aced on a far corner on the map. Matteo Ricci (1552-1610) realized that it would 

be very risky to inform the Chinese people of this fact, as it is noted in Li Ma 

Dou Zhongguo Zaji  (Matteo Ricci’s China Notes)  the Chinese people thought the 

sky was round while the earth was flat and square. They were convinced that thei

r country was located at the very heart of the square earth. They would not appr

eciate the geographic concept in which we had pushed them to a single corner in 

the east. In order to maintain the Chinese established mindset lasted for thousa

nds of years, Ricci invented some expediency: he smartly changed the mapping, ma

king China just at the centre of the whole world map in his The Great Map of Ten 

Thousand Nations. That idea that “I heard to civilize the barbarians with the c

ulture of the Chinese nation, never heard the Chinese nation was civilized by th

e barbarians” had been deeply rooted in the collective consciousness of the nat

ion. That situation had continued from the very beginning to the 19th century, a

nd the Chinese people during that period only knew themselves as the sovereign s

tate in tianxia without realizing that paralleling sovereignties existed in the 

world. However, the fierce collision between the West and the East in the 19th c

entury completely changed Chinese people’s comprehension of the world as a whol

e. In the works such as the Illustrated Records of Overseas by Wei Yuan and the 

Brief Records of Nations Around by Xu Jishe, the Chinese character guo (国) bega

n to be used together with yi (夷, barbarians), representing different nations o

r countries in the world.

Before that, the word yi (barbarians) or its synonymy usually used to refer to t



he surrounding four big tribes in China’s four directions outside tianxia in ce

ntral China reflected a dominated  China ethno-centralist ideology. As the Chuqi 

Zuozhuan (春秋左传, the Zuo Qiuming Edition of Spring and Autumn Annals) said, 

“Those none other than our race will definitely have a different mind.”. The c

hanging of terms from tianxia to yi, to guo and to nations was a definite conseq

uence for the Chinese to know the world. At the same time, it had also broken th

e tianxia cosmology and time-space concept that the China was a united whole tia

nxia. The adaptations of such lexicology from “yi” (夷,barabarian) to “haine

i” (海内, within the seas), to “nations” and to “world” were not only the c

hange of geographic range and the mapping size of the ancient Chinese people’s 

tianxia, but also an alternation of fixed thinking mode of tianxia in their min

d. As a result of this change, the “barbarian races” bordering the four direct

ions were exalted from “vassal states” to “nations” equal to China, while Ch

ina degraded from the leadership of tianxia to an ordinary country belonging to 

one of the nations among ten thousand nations. The central authority of tianxia 

had come nearly to an end, while the surrounding marginal nations were rising u

p, as the centre was gradually de-centered weakening and dissolving.

Huang Zongxi, a well-kown thinker and philosopher at the turn of the Ming and Qi

ng dynasties, had criticized the feudal idea taking tianxia as a family propert

y. In terms of the relationships between a monarch and his subjects or the peopl

e, whoever should be the host and whoever should be the guest? As Huang Zongxi a

rgued, the people were the master of tianxia and the monarch was only a servant 

in the ancient history. In the feudal autarchies, this relationship was upset, a

nd a monarch could cruelly torment and separate or disperse people of tianxia ju

st his own personal benefit and desire. According to Huang Zongxi, the laws in a

nd before the Three Ancient Dynasties had been established for the sake of tianx

ia, while the laws in the feudal era after the Three Ancient Dynasties were made 

only for the monarchs themselves. Therefore, he called upon to abolish the laws 

of monarchs and restore the laws of tianxia.

In the eyes of Gu Yanwu, another famous thinker in China, tianxia was more a geo

graphic concept, than a kind of cultural identification. In his work known as  R

i Zhi Lu (日知录, the Records of Daily Progressive Knowledge), Gu Yanwu differen

tiated the subjugation of a state and that of tianxia:

There is a difference between the subjugation of a state and that of tianxia. Th

en how to tell the diference? When a dynasty is replaced by another, it is a cha

nge of family name and we say it is the subjugation of a state; and when the ben

evolence and righteousness are overridden so much so that even animals are direc

ted to eat people and that even human beings become cannibals, we call it the su

bjugation of tianxia……therefore, if one knew how to safeguard tianxia , he the

n knew how to safeguard a state. It is upon the duty of a monarch and those who 

enjoy wealth and power to safeguard a state, while as with the security of tianx



ia, even a person as humble as an unlearned commoner should shoulder the respons

ibility.

Gu Yanwu lived in a turbulent period when the Chinese nation was facing its thre

at. Later his words were condensed as a pithy saying implying a moral view “Eve

n the humblest commoner is responsible for the fate of tianxia”. During that pe

riod, the Chinese nation was in a critical period of life and death. In the tumu

ltuous years during the late Ming and early Qing dynasties, Gu Yanwu devotedly h

imself to exploring the way to regulating the government and bringing piece to t

ianxia and to saving and strengthening the country on its way to prosperity.

Gu Yanwu’s social political claim was to make the monarchy relinquish power and 

his privilege of taking tianxia as personal property, simplifying redundant poli

tical formalities for people’s conveniences, tapping resources and improving th

e strengths of the nation. Although Gu Yanwu advocated the system of hereditary 

chiefs at prefecture and county levels, which was somewhat progressive and repre

sented the wishes of the civil society, but his proposal not practical at all. D

espite of this, as a man of lofty ideals and a man who placed national interests 

above anything else at the critical juncture of national crisis, he did play a r

ole in initiating a new kind of thinking of that era.

Comparatively, the English word “nation”(in the sense of nation-state) is a co

ncept of cultural philosophy and ethnology over the last hundreds of years in th

e West. It contains mutual historical traditions, cultures, languages and ides o

f independent sovereignty for the Europeans. The express “Those none other than 

race” was employed to suggest the awareness of discriminating the distinction b

etween those consanguineous tribes in primordial stage. As time elapsed, the inv

olvement of this concept had extended out of the sphere of the Chinese tianxia t

hought, to referring all the nations including China. Judging from this point, t

his conception was shaped due to the fact that China was comparing itself with o

ther nations in the world and through this comparison, the self-identity of Chin

a gradually came into being. From the casual use of such concepts as “tianxi

a”, “hainei” (four corners within the sea) and “siyi” (四夷, barbarians in 

four  directions) to the reference of “nations” and “state”, the Chinese dis

played its national awareness and identification with the Chinese nation. So far 

so good “nation” and “state” have been merged as one, and the ideas about th

em had been deeply implanted upon people’s subconsciousness. 

Now that “tianxia” had become a “nation-state”, then was it necessary to hol

d on the Confucian tradition or the Way of Tao (道统) which had persisted for th

ousands of years? As Levenson observed insightfully in his Confucian China and I

ts Modern Fate, Confucianism was a unique national character in China. If it was 

done with, the nation would perish, and so it was not possible for the nation to 

survive. Kang Youwei and his cohorts often quoted the history of Jews to encoura



ge China, and referred to the history of the Mexicans to warn Chinese people: th

e reason that the Jews could still exist is that they been holding on to Judais

m, although their country had perished; whereas the Mexicans were increasingly l

osing their vigor and became an imitator of other nations because they had been 

Hispanicized and abandoned their own religion. What Levenson was concerned with 

was whether Confucian as a national religion would continue to exist or become a

n exhibit on exhibition in a museum. Although “China as tianxia” in terms of g

eographical range was primarily a geographic concept, but for a nation of long h

istorical and cultural tradition, the identification with the tradition was a sp

iritual plea. And only in the interweavement of the new and the old, the texture 

of history could be woven and renewed.

Doubtlessly, the Chinese nation has become a unique great cultural system indepe

ndent of the forest of nations in the world due to the exchanges, collision and 

combination with other ethnics over the last thousands of years. From the prolif

eration and expansion of the culture of Zhou Dynasty in the middle China, to the 

collision and gradual combination of the Chu culture in south China during the S

pring and Autumn and Warring State periods, and from the Buddhist culture transp

lanted from abroad to the absorption and assimilation of European culture, the C

hinese culture was not exclusive in character, but it had absorbed these culture

s with its open-mindedness, just like streams flowing into a sea, which have enr

iched the contents of tianxia notion in Chinese culture. It had fully displayed 

the tenacity, cohesion, comprehensiveness and receptivity of the Chinese cultura

l system, of which Confucianism as a dominant culture played a significant role 

in shaping the Chinese character, for it has not only the commitment and obligat

ion to shoulder the responsibility of Tao under tianxia, but also the sentiments 

of cherishing its compatriot and country. This is where we should objectively tr

eat, criticize and think over, and this is where we as Chinese should take pride 

on. In a globalization era of diversities (a new kind of tianxia perspective), t

he cultural values along with its cultural tradition of the Chinese nation integ

rating with the strengths both of the Western and Eastern cultures, will certain

ly form a new kind of  distinctive culture with Chinese characteristics in the n

ear future. 
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